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WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

Pregnancy
Tests

163+
Gospel Shared

233
Chose Life
143
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H O P E  F O R  T O M O R R O W

COASTAL CHOICES
WOMEN'S CLINIC

"This place is a blessing! I had no idea what I was walking

into at my first appointment but I was pleasantly surprised at

how welcoming and comfortable everyone makes you feel.

The support is amazing. This place is a blessing...!" - Sarah

Valued

The amount of love, support, kindness, godly counseling, has

changed mine and my kids lives and helped me to overcome

obstacles that seemed impossible & they are helping me to

get closer to God again." - Melissa

Loved

Went in for my first appointment a bit nervous but left feeling

so much better. The place is warming and so are the staff.

They give you support and talk to you about whatever you

need. Love this place!!" -Paige

Protected

Chemical abortion, the abortion pill, now makes up 50% of all
abortions. Florida's 15 week law prohibits women obtaining an
abortion after 15 weeks. In FL over 80% of abortions reported
were before 15 weeks. We need to reach women with our vital
services BEFORE the abortion industry reaches her. 

CHALLENGES

With your help, we have taken steps to ensure we have a nurse
on staff during all clinic hours so we can offer the life saving
ultrasound within 24 hours of contact. Additionally, we are
beginning telehealth services and adding limited blood
screening in January 2023.

SOLUTIONS

KEY METRICS

75
Accepted Christ

630
Total clients seen
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At a glance
We have had to adapt quickly

over the last year for our
services to stay relevant in a

quickly changing cultural
landscape. Join us in praising

God for the successes and
praying as we overcome the

challenges.

163
Ultrasounds performed

(OCT 21' -OCT 22')

Coastal Choices exists to empower abortion vulnerable
individuals to make life affirming choices by offering
education, resources, and the love and hope of God.



Kathryn has always had a love for children.
That love shines bright at the daycare where
she works and as her role being stepmom
and caregiver to her boyfriend's son. So, when
Kathryn found out she was pregnant she
wondered why she was feeling scared and
thinking about ending her pregnancy. For the
first few weeks, she did not tell her boyfriend
because she was concerned he would force
her to have an abortion. Searching for
options, she hoped online and found our
clinics.  

Kathryn eventually shared the news with her
boyfriend, and he very much wanted her to
have an abortion. But... YOU were there to
speak the truth she craved and show her the
love she needed to choose life. 

And baby Olivia was born! It was
rocky at first, but with your

support, the family is joyously
parenting and happy in their

decision to choose life for Olivia.
They say she is the joy of their

lives and can't imagine life
without her.  YOU are the reason
smiles like these happen! Thank
you for partnering with Coastal

Choices to give Kathryn a chance
to choose life.

 

All for Jesus,   
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